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_ETIKA WAS THE MUSIC OF THE URBAN GREEK UNDERGROUND OF THE 1930S. IT IS OFTEN KNOWN AS THE 
GREEK BLUES' AND ITS SINGERS INHABITED THE WORLD OF THE TEKEDHES OR CAFES AROUND PIRAEUS. ATHENS 

ID THESSALONIKI. CAFE REMBETIKA FEATURES FOUR OF THE GREATEST STARS OF THE PIRAEUS SCENE WHO LATE 
FORMED THE FIRST REMBETIKA SUPERGROUP. MARKOS VAMVAKARIS, STRATOS, BATIS AND ARTEMIS. ALSO 
FEATURED ARE LEADING SINGERS FROM THE CAFE AMAN TRADITION. ROSA ESKENAZI. RITA ABATSI AND MARIKA 

IKA. HERE THEN. IS A COLLECTION OF SOME OF THE GREATEST SONGS FROM THE GOLDEN AGE OF 
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/ I WASTED AWAY 3.59 

/ DERVISH 3.33 

/ GYPSY GIRL 3.12 
(ARTEMIS) / THE JACKET 3.21 

/ THAT’LL TEACH YOU 3.02 
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extra 
and Rita Abatsi. Smyrneika groups helped to popularize rerabetika 

songs heard in the tekedhes by including them in their repertoires 

and the music started to gain respectability. 

Rosa Eskenazi, a Greek Jew, was born in Constantinople (Istanbul). 

Her family moved to Athens in 1922 where she danced and sang for 

tips. Composer and recording executive Panayotis foundas spotted 

her and she started a prolific recording career that lasted 30 years 

and made her probably the most famous of all Greek singers. Her moin 

rival for the title was Rita Abatsi from Smyrna who had a unique style, 

which incorporated vocal slides. Many other excellent female singers 

were recording, both in Greece and in Hew fork where a large group 

of Greek emigrants lived. Marika Papagika only started recording 

after she emigrated to America in 1918. Her records often featured 

her husband, santouri (dulcimer) player, Kostas "Gus” Papagika. 

The record companies were quick to capitalize on the growing taste 

for underworld music. Gne of the first rembetika singers to be 

recorded was Markos Vamvakaris, widely regarded as the “father 

of rembetika". His growling, metallic voice and the intricate 

accompaniment of bouzouki (long-necked lute) and baglama (small 

lute), seemed to define the sound of the age. He was born in 1905 on 

the island of Syros but ran away to Piraeus at the oge of 12 in the 

mistaken belief that he was being pursued by the police. Markos 

frequented the same tekedhes as many other great rembetika 

musicians and. with three of them, formed arguobly the greatest of 

all rembetika groups known as The Piraeus Quartet. In the group 

Markos was joined by Batis, Stratos and Artemis, all talented 

recording artists in their own right with a combined repertoire of 

classic compositions between them. 

Batis was the clown of the group, witty and generous, he always had 

o few drachmas for friends who were broke. Stratos possessed one 

of the great voices of rembetika. He became even more famous in 

the 1940s and 1950s, singing with Vassiiis Tsitsanis. Artemis was a 

very talented musician from Smyrna. His career was short but many 

of his songs, like “The Harem in the Turkish Baths" and “The Jacket", 

"Rembetika songs were written by rembetes 

for rembetes... The rembetis was a man who 

has a sorrow and threw it out". This is how 

rembetika composer liorgos Rovertakis described the music. In the 

Golden Age of Rembetika in the 1930s it was still the music of the 

poor and dispossessed. Musicians sang of hashish, heartache and 

friendship. Most of them hod little else. 

Rembetika has its roots in the Greek jail songs of the lote 1800s but 

it was the events just after the First World War that helped to define 

the style. In 1921 the Greek army invaded Turkey, an event that was to 

lead to the greatest disaster in Modern Greek history. Greece already 

controlled Smyrna (Izmir) on the Aegean coast. The Greek government 

invaded east from Smyrna and met little resistance in their push 

towards Ankara. The Greek military had not reckoned on the cunning 

of young Turkish leader Kemal Ataturk. The Greek army was routed 

and pushed back to Izmir. Smyrna was destroyed in the ensuing 

battle. As an absurd settlement for the war the league of Nations 

decreed an exchange of populations between the countries. 

Nationality was to be based on religion. All orthodox Christians were 

declared Greek and oil Moslems were declared Turkish. The result 

was that the Greek population was swelled from four million to five- 

ond-a-half million. Athens and its port of Piraeus received the 

majority of the refugees. There were no jobs and many of the 

poverty-stricken refugees drifted into the underworld. 

The refugees from Turkey bought their music with them. It became 

known as smyrneika or amanadhes (after the refrain of "Aman Aman", 

meaning alas, alas, that permeated through many of the songs). The 

Smyrna musicians were used to smoking hashish openly in Turkey. In 

Greece, hashish belonged to the underworld. The Smyrna musicians 

found a refuge for their music and their smoking in the tekedhes 

(hashish cafes) of Piraeus frequented by rembetika musicians and 

members of the underworld. The result wos a fusion of styles that 

heralded the Golden Age of Rembetika. 

By the mid-1920s groups of Smyrna musicians began to emerge 

around Athens in more respectable cabarets known as Cafe Aman. 

These groups were often able to attract singers like Rosa Eskenazi 



have become classics. He was the only major rembetika figure to 

succumb to hard drugs. He died of an overdose outside o tekedhes at 

the age of 29. 

One musician who was not a rembetis. as such, was Antonis 

Diamantidis, more commonly known as Dalgas. His recordings 

embraced everything from amanadhes, rembetika and folk songs to 

light opera. "Criminal Mother-In-Law", which tells the gruesome story of 

the murder of a businessman by his wife and mother-in-law, was 

reputedly the most commercially suacessfl 78" ever, selling some 

90,000 copies. 

Rembetika songs were often written in the unusual 9/8 rhythm that 

was especially popular in the tekedhes as a rhythm for the Zeibekiko 

dance. Zeibekiko was a dance where a solitary man would get up and 

take over the floor eyes half-closed and move in a series of half- 

improvised twists, leaps and swoops. The dance was very a personal 

act as if the dancer was exposing his soul and saying “This is me, this 

is who I am". 

Rembetika of the 1930s often reflected the harshness and pain of 

those living on the outside. This was especially true during the 

repressive era of the Metaxas dictatorship, which started in 1935. 

Metaxas demanded a campaign to rid Athens of undesirables. Tekedhes 

were closed, Rembetika players were persecuted and Rembetika songs 

were censored. The persecution elided in 1941 when Greece fell to the 

advancing German army, but by then rembetike's links with the 

underworld were severed and the Golden Age of Rembetika was over. 

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE ON THE NASCENTE LABEL: 

Meditteranean Cafe Songs (NSCD 061) 

Beautfiul landscapes, hot climates, exotic cuisine and a vibrant 

musical culture combine to make the Meditteranean the place to 

visit. Here is o hand-picked collection, featuring tracks from seven 

countries and capturing the essence of the region, featuring Radio 

Tarifa, Hamid Zahir, Agricantus, Haris Alexiou, Amino, Eleftherio 

Arvanitaki and others,, 

Serenada (nscd 020) 

From the picturesque town of Coimbra come the original fado, a 

timeless serenade that, with echoes of blues, Brazilian pop, even 

opera, is perhaps the most romantic of oil guitor ond vocal music. ; 

Featurinffhe talents of Carlos Paredes, Almeida Santos, Jose Afonso, 

Antonio Brojo, Antonio Bernardino and others. 

Bar Italia <nscd 062) 

from the Alps to Southern Italy and Rome to the Adriatic Seo, Bar 

Italia charts a journey through the regional traditions of Italy in the 

company of the “organetto", Italy’s accordion. This definitive 

collection explores new versions of traditional songs alongside 

fascinating new compositions from the most accomplished organetto 

musicians in Italy today. 

To obtain o FREE full colour catalogue of oil releases on the Nascente label, 

send an M SA.E. to MCI, Holden House, 5? Rathbone Place, london WP1AB or 

visit our website www.nascentexo.uk. 

Compilation and sleeve notes by David Muddyman with additional material from Marc Dubin. 



Cafe RecopsxiKa 
1. ANESTOS DELIAS [ARTEMIS] - The Harem In The 

Turkish Baths / To Haremi Sto Hamam. 

Written by Delias. Recorded in 1935. 

2. YIORGOS BATIS - The Record 

Producers / Fonografitzides. 

Written by Batis. Recorded in 1934. 

3. KOSTAS DOUSAS [DOUSIAS] - The Trawler / ly Trata. 

Writer unidentified. 

4. ROSA ESKENAZI - In The Taverna With The 

"Laterna" [Barrel-Organ], written by Mihaeiides. 

5. STRATOS PAYOUMTZIS - Warm-Hearted Dina / 

Kalokardi Mou Dina. Written by Payoumtzia. 

6. YEORYIA MATTAKI - Mother I Want A Man 

Who... / Mana Thelo Enan Antra. 

Written by Rovertakis/Roukounas. 

7. ANTONIS DIAMANTIDIS [DALGAS] - Criminal 

Mother-In-Law / Kakoyrga Pathara. 

Written by Nonatanaris. Recorded in 1931. 

8. A KOSTIS - I Wasted Away / Adynatisa 0 Kaimenos. 

Written by Kostis. Recorded in New York in 1931. 

9. MARIKA PAPAGIKA - Dervish. 

Writer traditional. Recorded in the USA around 1925. 

10. YIORGOS BATIS - Gypsy Girl / Yioftpoula. 

Written by Batis. 

11. ANESTOS DELIAS [ARTEMIS] - The Jacket / To Sakaki. 

Written by Delias. 

12. ROSA ESKENAZI - That'll Teach You / Gia Na Kseris 

Alaniara. Written by Kambysis. 

13. MARIKA KANAROPOULOU - The Widow of 

Mia Hira Apo Tin Kokkinia. 

Written by Tzovenos. 

is. ROSA ESKENAZI - Don't Swear To Me. You Liar / Min 

Orkizesai Vro Pdeftara. Written by Semsis / Petropouleas. 

Recorded around 1935. 

19. STRATOS PAYOUMTZIS & STELIOS KIROMITIS - 

Baglamades. Written by Payoumtzis. 

20.10ANNIS HALKIAS [JACK GREGORY] - Minore Tou 

Tekke. Writer traditional / arr Papes. Recorded in New York. 

USA 1932 
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